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Project Management

Project Management Professional (PMP)® Exam
Prep (16-16 hours study)
This FREE online course has been designed to prepare participants
to take the Project Management Institute's Project Management
Professional (PMP)® Exam and is based on the information covered
in the 10 areas of study used to formulate the exam, including the
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) - Sixth Edition, Project Management Institute, Inc.

Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM)®
Exam Prep (20-21 hours study)
This training series covers the functions and features of Certified
Associate in Project Management (CAPM)® to prepare you for your
certification exam.
Students will learn about the basics of project management and
professional responsibility. They will also learn about the different
areas of project management, including integration, scope,
schedule, cost, quality, resources, communications, risk,
procurement, and stakeholder management.

It’s important to note that these courses do not include the exam itself, although it is possible to sit the exam (self-funded). 
The content is based on exam material you’d be expected to revise if you were sitting the ‘real’ exam. You could still be studying this course to 
broaden your knowledge of project management, even if you did not wish to take the exam.



Project Management
Scrum Development: 3 – 4 hours Level 1
This free online training series covers the concepts of Scrum
Developer training. You will get an introduction to Scrum, learn
about initiating, planning and estimating a project. You will also
learn about implementing a project, sprint review, retrospect,
and release. By completing this course, you will have learned the
skills necessary to plan and initiate projects using scrum.

Scrum Immersion: 5 – 6 hours Level 3
This free online course covers the functions and features of
Scrum Immersion. You will learn about SCRUM basics and key
SCRUM artefacts. It will cover user stories and implementing
SCRUM, as well as the difference between use cases and user
stories. Scrum can be a key factor when planning and managing
projects as well as tracking progress. By completing this course
you will understand how and when to use Scrum.

Agile Essentials: A Practical Guide to the Agile Process: 
2 – 3 hours Level 1
This free online course, Agile Essentials, is a quick and practical
guide to the agile process. The course offers clear yet concise
explanations about all the steps in agile development. In addition
to the general overview and principles of the Agile methodology,
the course covers writing effective user stories, user story
estimations, iterations, backlog, scrum, agile project
management, risk management, and best practices in agile
development.



Support Network

All of us are currently experiencing personal challenges, but
could you make a positive impact on someone's life?
Try this wellbeing interactive A Support Net to see if you can
help four people.
20 min activity

COVID-19: Psychological Impact, Wellbeing and Mental 
Health: 3 weeks, 2 hours a week
The coronavirus pandemic is placing unprecedented mental
strain on people around the world. You may be caring for
someone vulnerable, struggling with finances, at risk yourself, or
even grieving a loved one. All our lives have been affected.

On this course, you’ll identify the factors specific to COVID-19 that impact our wellbeing and
mental health – at an individual, group and societal level.
You’ll learn helpful strategies and advice on how to deal with the anxiety and uncertainty of
COVID-19, cope with its challenges, and ultimately prepare for life after coronavirus.

Demystifying Mindfulness: 6 weeks, 6 hours a week
Interest in meditation, mindfulness, and contemplation has
grown rapidly in recent years. These practises are increasingly
being seen as scientifically and psychologically valid forms of
therapy.
As new evidence from neuroscience backs up the claims for
mindfulness’ value, it is now being adopted by practitioners as a
tool for therapy, and by big business as a ‘lifestyle choice’.

But what is mindfulness? And how exactly does it work? On this course you’ll explore the 
academic underpinnings of mindfulness – stripping away its ‘mystery’ once and for all.



Making good spending decisions

Budgeting and taxation

Borrowing money

Understanding mortgages

Saving and investing

Planning for retirement
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Academoney

Martin Lewis from MoneySavingExpert has been involved in putting together the six

sessions that make up the course, along with The Open University.

He has long provided detailed help on the immediate issues that affect your

finances, this course is designed to tool you up for the long term, with skills and

formal education which should help people thrive in our competitive consumer

economy.

You may only want to do one of the sessions, however if you complete them all you

will be given a statement of participation and receive a digital badge.

Academy of Money is a new, free online adult financial-education course

Duration: 12 hours study; 6, 2 hour sessions

Martin Lewis said:

"Education is a form of financial self-defence, and so we're delighted to encourage

people to tool themselves up in our 'Academoney'."



Learn Spanish

Spanish is the second most spoken language on earth, second only
to Mandarin, and growing in use every day.
This set of 4 courses is designed for the beginner who may have no

experience with learning a second language but who wants to be
able to read, write and speak Spanish for personal, travel or
business use, or who just wants to learn a second language and
build cultural awareness.
The topical approach of each course allows learners to develop
sets of vocabularies that will form the foundation for a broad

understanding of the language. Learners will start with the basics,
including common expressions, pronunciation and grammar, and
work toward building a functional vocabulary of the 1500 most
used Spanish words.

1. Meeting People
2. Cultural Experience
3. Sports, Travel, and the Home
4. Careers and Social Events



And the Winners were?

Runners Up Exec Boxes:

Mary Williamson - SBS

Naomi Easton - ATOS

Lynne Jourdain – YBS 

Winner Countdown Game:

Eleanor Stoyles – Computershare

Thank you to all those who took part in the Numeracy
Ninja quiz.
The full list of correct answers can be found here

https://www.aegistheunion.co.uk/media/389429/may-maths-quiz-answers.pdf


Contact Details

If you think of anything you want to learn or to request a course you

have seen on the flyer complete our contact form.

Simply click the link below and tell us which course you are

interested in:

https://www.aegistheunion.co.uk/learn-with-aegis-

england/unionlearn-contact-form/

or

if you have a QR Reader app on your phone, just scan the code.

We are waiting to hear from you.

https://www.aegistheunion.co.uk/learn-with-aegis-england/unionlearn-contact-form/

